NEWSLETTER
HIGHLIGHTS
Women in Technology
Conference
On June 10th, the DISH Women’s Network leadership team
attended the Women in Technology Conference. The guest
speakers spoke about their experiences and what inspired
them to pursue a career in technology. Below are some
highlights of each talk.
Catherine Avigris, EVP & CFO – Comcast Cable
- Favorite quote: “We are what we repeatedly do.
Excellence then, is not an act, but a habit.” – Aristotle
- Growing your business, risk taking, and becoming a
continuous learner.
Don’t be afraid to fail as long as you’re failing
forward – your title is less important as
long as you’re continuing to expand your skillset.
- Her talk was featured in The Denver Post. You can read
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Upcoming Events
Learn About the DISH Women’s Network
Join the Leadership team on Wednesday, July 13th from 12PM -1PM.
Bring your lunch and your questions!

Just So You Know
Did you know you can view our past events and newsletters on our website? Check out our
past events here and the previous newsletters here.

In the News...
A Gender Gap Exists in STEM Major/Career Interests
Female high school students are significantly less likely than their male counterparts
to have plans to pursue a college major or career in STEM (15% vs. 44%).1
Male students are about 8 times more likely to say they plan to pursue a career in
Engineering or Technology than female students. 1
80% of female students interested in a STEM major or career plan to specifically
pursue the Sciences, compared to only 30% of male students interested in a STEM
major. 1

the article here.
Molly Rauzi (CTO, Gagen MacDonald) and Dionne Gomez
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(Consultant, Gagen MacDonald)
- Mentor or Sponsor? Mentors help to prepare you.
Sponsors help make it happen.
- People with differing strengths and opportunities
can help make you aware of blindspots.

74% of STEM workers are male.
Only 26% are female.

Women comprise more than 20%
of engineering school graduates,
yet only 11% of practicing
engineers are women

Bijal Shah – Vice President – Analytics & Data Products,

Educators Identify the Need for Mentoring Relationships

Ibotta
- On ways to expand your technical toolkit even if
you are not technical.
Learn something new, take an intro to coding class.
EX: Codeacademy

Nearly 60% of educators see their students struggling with motivation, support or
confidence in planning for college. 2
59% of educators believing mentoring/motivational programs would help
students prepare for their futures. 2

Read industry publications to keep up with
technology trends and insights.
- TechCrunch
- Venture Beat
- Hacker News
Network – surround yourself with talent.
Lori Kirkland – VP of Experience Transformation Universal
Mind and SheSays
- On networking and venturing outside your comfort
zone.
Be bold
Discover your passion

Closing the STEM gender gap is an opportunity and is imperative.
In my work supporting women in leadership I constantly see female potential being left on the table, but nowhere
more so than in STEM. Underutilized and undervalued, this isn’t just an opportunity lost for women; its opportunity
lost for everyone. As realms of well validated research has shown, greater gender diversity leads to higher performing
teams, better decision-making, stronger bottom line outcomes and even, as new research shows, ‘higher quality
science.’
Here are some ideas that when adequately supported and well executed, will move the pendulum in the right
direction.
1. Get in Early – The earlier children are exposed to science and technology the more likely they’ll develop an
interest in it and pursue further study. Offering STEM related workshops and bringing in women who work in
STEM fields to talk about their jobs opens young girls imaginations to possibilities.
2. Expand Mentorship & Sponsorship Opportunities – These have been found to be a highly effective strategy
for helping women rise above the hurdles to advancement. When women have a sponsor that will advocate
for them it opens doors of opportunity that sheer hard work and excellence often don’t. Providing women
with mentors early in their career can help set them on a different trajectory.
3. Broaden Networks – The more woman can connect with those who’ve walked the path ahead, the more
women who’ll break down the traditional barriers to progression. We need places, like our own DISH
Women’s Network, where women can connect, gather information and build relationships with people –
women and men – whom can support their ambitions.
Source: http://m.huffpost.com/us/entry/9629654.html
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#MentoringMoments

Mentorship:

The word “mentor” carries a varying degree of weight, depending on where
it sits on the vast spectrum of mentorship. The word can vary in impact,
ranging from a controlled high school program for incoming freshman, to
an organic relationship and contributing factor in some people’s dream jobs.
Mentorship is exactly what you do-or do not-make of it.
In one of Sheryl Sandberg’s most adeptly named chapters “Don’t Ask
Anyone to be Your Mentor,” she dives into the topic with a unique
interpretation of the word. Sandberg advocates for both junior and senior
level employees to ask people they admire for advice to solve specific
problems, rather than poaching an individual to fill their open “mentor
position.” Asking for advice, unique to a certain problem, facilitates more
productive relationships, with context behind them. In an article centered
on the Facebook COO’s work ethic, Business Insider notes that mentors
and sponsors are crucial to success. However, the relationship itself should
develop more naturally and be more reciprocal than anything else. Sandberg
encourages senior employees to seek out people to mentee, noting that
this is a “badge of honor” and should be treated accordingly. With thousands
of DISH employees across the world, mentorship can and should be taken
full advantage of. Cultivating a relationship can be as simple as asking a
colleague for advice, or grabbing morning coffee. The DISH Women’s
Network is a fantastic resource to utilize, start by networking at monthly
events or getting involved as a volunteer!
There are some qualities that seem to distinguish good and effective
mentorships from those who are indifferent – or even detrimental to your
career. Based on that experience, here are five fundamental qualities to look
for in a mentor:
Self-reflection: If you want someone to share their wisdom with you, they
need to have wisdom to share.
Discretion: In a good mentor relationship, you need to be able to be honest
about your own life and circumstances – and you need to be confident that
your revelations won’t go beyond your mentor.
Honesty: If you’re brave enough to ask your mentor for advice, he or she
needs to be brave enough to give you a straight answer.
Curiosity: This one may seem counter-intuitive – isn’t it the mentee’s
responsibility to be curious about the mentor? Yes. And…if the mentor isn’t
curious about you: who you are, how you’re wired, what’s important to you,
what you’ve done so far and how it’s working for you – it’s unlikely his or her
advice will be very helpful.
Generosity of Spirit: This is essential. A great mentor wants you to succeed,
and he or she will actively support your success with words and action.
Sources: http://www.forbes.com/sites/erikaandersen/2014/09/29/5qualities-to-look-for-in-a-mentor/#7b259f1d31a3
Sources: http://www.businessinsider.com/sheryl-sandberg-lean-in-2013-2

A Personal Perspective
From Leader Series with Tosha Zeitlin, IT Director of Service
Management
What is a Mentor?
- Experienced and trusted adviser.
- Organic relationships that develop overtime.
- Sounding board.
A mentor explores with the mentee their current career situation, what they wish
to achieve and how they go about doing this but does not prescribe solutions or
career routes.
Reasons to have to a mentor
- Identify and navigate blind spots (especially by utilizing a mentor that
differs in leadership style).
- Objective feedback.
- Accelerate career path.
Finding a Mentor
- Identify your needs.
- Set up a meeting.
- Be candid with your expectations.
- DEFINE a process – Cadence for meetings and assignments.
Respect your Mentor’s time!

(Forget a Mentor) Find a Sponsor by Sylvia Ann Hewlett –
recommended reading if you are interested in this area.

		

		

What is the difference between a mentor and a sponsor?
- Mentors act as a sounding board, offering advice, support & 		
guidance.
- Sponsors are much more vested, a powerfully positioned champion
Tosha’s Experience.
- Organic relationships that became mentorships.
- They never told me what to do but gave me perspective.
- Mentoring others, paying it forward, is an honor.

#LadyBoss
“The success of every single woman is the inspiration for another.” – Diane
Von Furstenberg
In an effort to nurture a strong female community, we want to recognize
women who have been promoted or have excelled here at DISH. When
women support each other, incredible things happen.
Caitlin Heidrick was promoted to Business Operations Manager III for
the In-Home Service Project Management Office reporting to VP of IHS
Central Operations, Jeremy McCarty. Caitlin started her career with DISH
in July 2011. She had served as Business Operations Manager II- Workforce
Systems & Technology Management. Caitlin also serves as mentor to Nikki
Vigil, our Chief Editor.
Darann Toohey, Business Operations Analyst II for the Billing and Credit
team, was recognized for her efforts upon joining the Corporate Field
Resolutions Team. In a short time, she was already making major changes
to their processes that have allowed Dish to better serve our customers and
resolve their damage issues more quickly. Darann is an engine for change.
Riya Deotale was promoted to Business Operations Analyst III for the
Business Process and Technology team reporting to Business Operations
Manager III, Lucky Rai. Riya started her career with DISH as an intern in
September of 2014. She had served as Business Operations Analyst II.
Dana McLeod was promoted to Director of Finance. In her new role, she
and her team will support Warren Schlichting’s organization including
Programming, Marketing, and Media Sales. She will report to Matt Bernier,
VP of Finance.
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INTERVIEW OF THE MONTH
Angela Schweighardt – General Manager, Brand
1. Tell me about your role and what you like about it:
I manage all marketing for our InDirect Sales channel which is just under 50% of all of DISH business. We work with Retailers from local small
town mom & pop shops all the way up to National Retail, basically any activation that is not brought on by Direct sales,
is all Indirect.
I get to work with a really dynamic set of personalities. I have the opportunity to work with different people every day both within our Sales
organizations with whom we partner with very closely since they are the ones that have the relationships with our retailers, and with our external partners
who are out there selling DISH on our behalf.
Some of it is giving them the appropriate marketing offer details and assets and ensuring they follow compliance all the way through actually developing
the creative and helping them set marketing strategy. We also work on brand consistency so that when consumers see our brand across all these different
channels, it looks like the same brand.
I also manage our co-op marketing program which is the dollars that our Retailers get for every activation and that requires them to use DISH created and
pre-approved advertising.
2. What is your proudest professional accomplishment?
My previous job was with Mattel, which is where my most rewarding career experiences happened. I was working on brands like Barbie, Hot Wheels… the
things we all know and love from childhood. I think that’s really where I established my love for marketing and branding and the importance of building
a brand that consumers know and love. That ultimately is what inspired me to come to DISH; I wanted to help create a brand that consumers know and
love.
3. What is the most important quality in a leader?
I really appreciate a leader who is transparent, what you see is what you get. Clear communication of goals and expectations, what you see is what you
get, availability, focus on career growth and continuous learning. Trust and empowerment.
4. Do you have a mentor?
I have mentors in many different facets of my life, not exclusively at work. For me, my mentors are previous managers and co-workers, my girlfriends, and
my family. I find career advice and help in many different parts of my life.
5. Most Influential Woman in your Life:
My Mom and Barbie. My Mom is the more obvious answer. I worked on Barbie for so long at Mattel that I truly learned a lot from a doll who is the ultimate
cultural icon. It’s a great brand.
6. How do you like to start your day?
Playing with my daughters and coffee.
7. How do you think we should be developing our women leaders?
Focus on family, managing work/life balance, ensuring women know it is possible to have a successful career and a family life – and you don’t have
to be perfect at everything! Allowing flexibility in order to be successful in all parts of your life, not just at DISH. Furthermore, we need more women in
leadership positions.
8. What makes a good mentor?
A good listener, someone who has similar experiences as you. Someone who can give relevant advice and guidance.
9. Do you have advice for those looking for mentorship?
We tried to launch a mentoring program here in Marketing. A mentorship has to be a commitment from both sides. You have to actively engage each
other. You have to foster that relationship and it is not easy with such busy schedules. You need to be honest about what you are looking for and ask the
tough questions. It’s a relationship where you can talk about it. You get what you put into it.
10. What is the best piece of advice you have ever received?
I get great advice every day. Be yourself, trust your gut, and ensure, as a leader, you are giving feedback and clear expectations to aid those who are
looking to develop in their career.
11. What are you passionate about outside of work?
My family, my friends, and yoga.
12. What is your Leadership Philosophy?
I have high expectations of myself and my team. When I am a work, I am focused on getting my job done, and I expect the same motivation and
dedication from my team. I am transparent and honest. I give and expect feedback.
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